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THE XA VERSIAN -NEWS

/

THE OFFICIAL STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS,. ST. XAVIER COLLEGE
CINCINNATI, OHIO, WEDNESDAY; D~CEMBER 18, 1929

VOL XV.

PRICE

Sc

NO.

14.

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW '' A BIG SUCCESS
;'

fLATS AND SHARPS
Father Finn Clef Club
In Musicale At Sinton PROVIDE FUN FOR
Concert ,Given For Benefit of Lecture Course
Conducted by Father Lilly.

'

The Father Finn Clef Club appeared Famous Waltz..............Johannes Brahms
String Quartette
at the Hotel Sinton last Sunday. The Selection............................................... .
Thomas Insco
Musicale was given for the benefit of
Rev. Warren C. Lllley's Course and Two Poems Hongrolsc ......................Hubay
Joseph Petranka
Inquiry Class which Is conducted weekOuvres tes yeux · bleus ................ Massenet
ly at the Fontbonne.
The concert was well attended and Ahl Sad My Heart ..............Tschalkowsky
the capacity audience voiced special apJohn Anton
prov11l of Joseph Petranka, violin solo- Selection................................................
ist. Mr. Petranka Is studying under
Thomas Insco
Emil Heermann of the College of Mu- La Louettc (The Lark'> ........................
sic faculty.
.................................. Gllnka-Balaklrew
Charles Schlrrmann
Lecture Course al Fonlbonne
The
sword of Ferrara ........F. F. Bullard
During the Intermission Father Lilly
Clcff :club ·
delivered a brief address explaining the
PART II
purpose of his weekly lectures. He said
summer
Lullaby
.................... s. -A. Gibson
that Increased Interest Is being maniZlngara
Mald
................................
Paul Bliss
fested In the project which had a mod<Incidental Solo-John Anton)
est beginning two years ago.
Cleff Club
Additional Engagements
Selection................................................
John King Musslo, Faculty Director,
Musketeer Quartette
and ·Donald McHale, President of the Serenata Napolltana .... Camlllo D' Alessio
Clef ·club have made arrangements for Poupce Valsante..................... :.. E. Poldlnl
additional musicales to be given after
String Quartette
the beginning of the new year.
Songs My Mother Taught Mc ........
The program, which was presented
........................................ Dvorak-Krclsle~
under direction of Mr. Richard· Fluke, From the Land of the Sky Blue
was as follows:
Water .............................. Cadman-Yost
Joseph Petranka
PART I
The Storm ........................ Gcorge B. Nevin Were You There............ Negro;>Splrltual
Wish I Wa~ A Rock ...... Fred H. Huntley The Bells of St. Mary's.............. ..
Cleff Club
.................................... Emmet A. Adams
L11rgo ................................................... Dvorak
Clcff Club
in Its first public concert of the year

NURSES.

'

Cedarville Five Defeated
By Untried Musketeers

DeaQ's
·Letter·
By Rev. Daniel M. O'Connell. S. J,

Basketball Opener Played Before Large Crowd
Tracy and \Vilhelm Make Good.

Clef · Club and Masque Society· l!=====:::::::.i
The "Greatest Llttle Book in
·By John J. Nolan
enough to ~vercome the large lend o
Unite to Stage Program Christmas
the World" is Charles Dickens'
The st. Xavier College Musketeers st. Xavier and as . a result the Mus
Carol, according to the Inaugurated the 1930 basketball . sche- keteers earned their first victory o
at Good Samaritan.
title and theme of .:an· article by dule last Saturday night at the ileld- the present court sea8on.
A. Edward Newton'iin. the Atlantic Monthly.
And now, at
Christmas of all tirn~ii;cwho would
wish to engage ih argument?
How much more. pleasant it were
io agree with the same writer, as
he declares that "ihe 'Carol' is
Dickens in essence,:• for in it his
love of humanity and his love. of
fun are all-embrai:ing"; ,;r to
grant his seasonal request: "May
1 hum the first stanza of the
'Caro I'?" Postpon'ing disagreement a bit longer, lium for a moment that touching !theme "f the
"Greatest Little Book" : •

SHAKESPEARE
BROUGHT TO 1929
FOR MASQUERS.
ANNUAL
Leads Star In Play

Tracy, A' Big Shot
house with a victory over the Cedarville
quintet by the score of 28 ta 17. The John Tracy Jed the. scorers with 3
starting line-up was composed of Bob- field goals and 2 fouls. The lanky
by Sack and Paul Beckwith at for- center played a whale of a game at
Last Saturday evening the Clef Club
wards. John Tracy at· center, Berrile the pivot post, as did Sack and Beckand Masque Society entertained the
Wilhelm and Tom Daugherty at guards. with at the forwards. The defensive
All th,ese men, with the exception Of work of Daugherty and Wilhelm speaks
faculty and student nurses of the Good
Captain Daugherty, are newcomers on for Itself as Cedarville made but 5 field.
Samaritan Hospital with a short muthe varsity court and all turned In goals.
sical and dramatic program. John Ancreditable performances.
Kentucky· Wesleyan Next
ton and Thomas Insco were the soloists
Cap't Daugherty Stars
The Musketeers encounter the Ken
for the evening.. Joseph Petranka, vioThe Blue and white hoop artists had tucky Wesleyan five at the fieldhouse
'FULL HOUSE EACH NIGHT
linist, played several popular selections
an easy time with their· opponents and Friday night.· This Is the last game
that were well received by the auThe St. Xavier Masque Society scorled throughout the game. The first of the year 1929 because the team Is
score of the year was made by. Saci< idle thereafter until January. A large ed another triumph when It presented
filcnce.
who dropped a shot from the foul line crowd Is expected .at the game, which Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew"
Lions' Night
to open festivities. · 'I'he Musketeers should be one of the best on the sche- last week at the Civic Theater. The
The Masque Society presented "A
What's today,·. my fine
followed this up with a shower of ban-· dule.
.
.
comedy was produced In modern dress
Flying Start" after the Clllf Club conlittle fel\ow?
kets and soon held the lead 12 to 2. The line-up:
and settings under the direction of Eucert. The cast was the same that apT oday I replied the boy.
The game slowed up after this t•.l'<!
Xavier, 28
- Cedarville• 17
ward c. Roth, who hns been assoc!11Led
peared In the Homecoming Celebration
Why, Christmas Day.
·at the half the score was 14 to Ii, tlie '
with the college·.for some year". This
at the Union House: William Haas,
It's Christmas Day! said
visitors chalking up but one field goal. 'Sack, f., ................ Z Turner, f., ............9 was the first-·attempt at modeml.L;n!f
Mildred Hark, Robert L. Otto, Helen
Scrooge to himself.·
)
The feature of this half was the play Egbers, f., ............ O Allen, f., ..................o Shakespeare to be made In Cincinnati
Treadway and Jack Clemans taking the
haven't missed it.
of Captain Daugherty. He worked to Hope, f., ................o Bast, f., ..................O by an amatem· organization, buL the
roles In the performance. Mr. Clemperfection on defense and besides this Beckwith, f., ...... & Smith, c., ................4 result was anything but amatcunsh.
a11s' white tic registered a big ten-strike
Then count if yon can the caged two shots from mld-fioor.
T.;pe, f., ................ O Townsley, g., .......... 2 Three performances were given: one
with the nurses who Intend to adopt Scrooges that the . "Carol" has
"Subs" Show Well
Tmcy, c ................8 Gordon, g., .............. 2 Thursday evening and a mat111ec ancl
this ornament to enhance their uni- converted I
Does' not every
Bartlett, g., ..........4 Garlaugh, g., .......... 'evening pcrforma11ce on Friday. Friforms. At the dance, In Victoria Hall, man •s heart-strings need tuning
Coach Meyer Injected his substitutes Daugherty, g,, .....:4
day night the Masquers played before
which followed the entertainment, ii be-times?
Those false notes of soon after the start of the Inst period. Stout, g., ................ 2 .
1 a capacity audience and sent a full
was noticeable that Bill Haas' dramatic greed and avarice and .selfishness ·The Musketeers played the ·same brand Wilhelm, g., ........ 2
house away, thoroughly approving and
abillty rather l11crcased Jils social pres• are so frequent and quite easily of. ball they displayed 111 the first hn!f Oberdlng, g., ., ...... 0
loud In applause.
tlge, but William boy pl'Otests that he
and.made the same number of polnto.
wlll not permit sucess to dull his sen• do they escape detection by our
Cedarvllle Improved slightly but not
Finished Actors
28
self-attuned ears.
;Let .us call in
Miss Ruth Messerschmidt us "Kath·
slbllitlcs.
• a capable outsider.!
Here then ====~.===========;=!=============== rlne" and Willlnm J. Wise, president
Dim Wit Active
is that unfailing harmo.nizer, .. as• .Q.f the, day itself; this, constituted them of a sad and painful na- of the Masque Society, cast as ."PcAdrian Daugherty, columnist for "Tho Mr. Newton sees it:<: ',\ _ - .: .... , , Merry Christmas.
ture; that it spoke of tears before truchlo" easily bore 'a.way honors In
Xaverlan News" did yeoman duty on
."This ,is. the_ gr~i~e~~ ~f th~. _.~t. a~r:- rate ~ k_now that this joy, a cross before a crown; tha nil three presentations.
These two
.the dance fioor. and kept the Elet HaJI
banner to the forefront during the en• 'Carol': it makes every one want was. fl'ie ,meamng of the first it Iaid the foundatiori·of'heroism strem\ous·roles require l\·grcat amount·
to
make
the
world
a
little
better
Christmas
'to
Mary
and
J~s~ph;
in
penance;
that
it
made
·the
soul
of
endurance
as
well
as
11 more than
Ure evening, Mr.' Daughcrtys prlouettes and tangoes were a revelation io -that's the idea; and when every to the shepherd_:i from the h11ls1des tremble with news of purgatory ordinary histrionic ubillty, and the
By Gale F. Grogan
nil those present, especially to his part· one wants to do a thing, they us- and to the W. 1se Men from the and hell; that it insisted on views finesse with which the two leads hnnanything
and a Worshl·p of the Dei'ty, whi'ch died their partsb surpassccl
E as t , w h o a I1k e wen t over
ners, who stated-that (so skillfully and ually do it."
d 01
d
th
A Fitting Monument
Let us take care too that we
"To -the place where
to their minds was nothing else ~~~;rs h~~ ~~~r so~~~y. ~1s~n r,'.;~sscr~
It Is only 11 dirty dash of green In divinely did Adrian step) not once did
his
dancing
slippers
touch
the
ha
rd
recognize the full historical worth
God was homeless
than mean, servile, and coward- schmidt displayed the happy faculty
the midst of a drab section of the.
city, but Its clement of romance-that wood. -What or where they touched, of this small masterpiece.
The
And all men are at
ly.
The notion of an All-per· of not straining her part beyond Its
space of ·grass and cement at Twelfth, It Is hard to say, but the hospital first words of our same friendly critic
home."
feet, Ever-present God, in whose limits, a mistake that could have been
an
Increase
In
the
aid
station
reported
d
d ·
d
·
·
sight we are less than atoms, and easily made. - Mr. Wise's "Pctruchlo"
Race and Elm Streets called Washingnumber of applicants for foot treat· 0 ,!' 0 ~ a mit a epreciat~>ry note.
The first Merry Christmas and Who, while.He deigns to visit us could not have been stretched too far
The chess tournament has been pro- ton Park. It ls· hardly possible that mcnt.
Dicken.•
gave
Chn~tmas
.a
the
one
that
has
echoed
down
the
can punish as well as bless, was to· suit the masculine members of the
the
first
president
would
register
any
gressing• very well to date. Several
new meanmg: he made 1t a um- Ch · · ·
·
h d · h
I h I'd
d h d'd h'
ristian centuries was a m t e abhorrent to them; they made audience, at least, and many a timid,
upsets occurred, particularly the defeat emotion of pride If he were to ·return
1
1
v~rsa
~ ay, an
e
t. is "Carol" of the angelic choir: their own minds their sanctuary. down-trodden male secretly reveled ln
of Vonder Haar by Maggini. In the to view the scrubby lot which bears
w1tho?t m any way derogatmg "This day is born to you a Sav• their own ideas their oracle, and swaggering Pctruchlo's most efficient
game between Boeh and Geiser the his 11ame.
from it~ sacred ~~aracter. What iour, who is Christ the Lord." As conscience in morals was bu method of "kllllng a wife with klndAny College Grads Here?
latter Initiated a very unusual opening
by accepting the Queens gambit. The
an achievement I .
.
a result was promised "peace on parallel to genius in art, and wis ness."
If one wishes to see humanity In
fight was on even terms until around all of Its phases, let him take a stroll
dom in philosophy...
A Little oat or l'lace
. '.he?' would be mteresbng sta- earth to men of good will."
bst1cs mdeed that would tell us of
Appl'Oxlmatlng the spotlight shared
the thirtieth move when Geiser blun- through the Park any afternoon, when
the
thousands,
the
millions,
who
.
Let
'!s
grant
al!
we
can
to
And
·the
same
is
the
quarrel
of
conjointly
by the lends was Fmncls
dered, allowing his opponent to mate. the weather Is not too Inclement for
have, , on reading the "Carol", pickens Merry ~hn;i!mas as ~ad the modern humanitarian with Brcarton cast ns Grumlo. Brenrton's
The standing of the contestants fol· ihe voluntary Idle to leave the wai·mth
been moved to exclaim: "It's 111 Mr. Newton~ mterp~~tahon Christmas, as taught by the Cath effusive comedy was quite natural but
low:
of the post omce, Central Station or
Christmas Day! 1 haven't missed and all we can to the sp1.nt that olic Church,
She too proclaims It was so contagious that the main
Player
Games Won Games Lost Public Library. He will see there old
it'".
And a translation of the prompts :the excha?g~ of gifts ~nd and sings Merry Christmas with action of the plot was hidden several
Maggini..............
2
o
men tottering, sodden Chow they manGundllng ..........
1
O
age to pay for their joy-liquid Is a
story is had, we are told, in every the sendmg of ar.ttshcally design- its royal equipage of holly and fi times by tidal waves of laughter at ..
Boeh ....................
1
o
mystery), dressed In garments which,
known language.
ed personal greetm~·cards. Grant trees and sleighing bells.
Bn his clowning antics. This defect was
Vondcr Haar ....
2
1
If such clothing had antique valu~,
If personal confessions are in that these are not m themselves she must go farther, if glory is particularly noticeable during the diso
1
would compare with the tooth brush
Anton .............. :...
place, I reveal that ) take great incompatible ,,with th7 Christm~s to be given to God in •the high- covery of the disguise of Tranlo ns
of Napoleon· In price. He will see foro
1
Muckcrhelde ....
pleasure in - perusing it every man.ger, nor de~:"gatmg from .its est and true peace is to be had Luccntlo, when Grumlo's futile at•
E-e-maglnc our embnrrussmentl We
eign born mothers, surrounded by their
Johnson ..............
0
1
Christmas.
I find it a wonder- sacred charact~r.
Yet my pomt on . earth by men of good will. tempts to manipulate a cigai·ctte llghtbroods, filling the grimy atmosphere received this communication from an ful tonic.
Geiser ................
o
1
At that same season can be less d1s~uted t~at they And so she insists on a worship er attracted the audience more than
with strange· sounding, shrlll words outraged render of "The Xavel'ia11
h
I
b d th of the D1"v1'ne Babe as essent1'al ·• ihe unrnvclllng of the plot. Grumlo's
..e
Veronlan strut was worth the price
which mean a matemal reprimand In News" whose Ire was aroused by the I like too that there should be a.v7 narro"'. Y circumscri ~
Insertion of a harmless social note snow on the ground; that on the or!~mal Chris~m':'~; have !liven it Venite, adoremus; on Confession of admission alone, at least.
any language.
in
last
week's
edition.
Too
timid
to
crisp
wintry
air
childrens'
voices
~
~ew
,?'e~mng
;
h":ve,
1!!
makand
Communion
that
we
may
be
A. Contrast
How Picturesque!
olgn 11 name (even a fictitious one IJ
Edwl11 T. Hellkcr as Lucentlo and
Then our old Mend, the pan-handler, to the poison-pen letter, the timid soul ring out their shouts of joyful mg it a· umversal holiday. t~n~- Laeti triumphantes; on giving
sport; that Christmas trees should ed to make me.n forget that it is and especially on forgiving, not John Anton as Tranlo played their
watery-eyed, sorrowful of story, whose
betrayed his Identity by mis-spelling
life Is just one long succession of deaths "Xavcrlan." (Take note.) Since OUR be lighted in every home, cheer• first an~ essentially a Holy Day. for business gain, but because it roles convincingly and with confidence.
and burials of Imaginary wives and jealous rancor ls, to be appeased by 11 ing not only the family within, The ~h1lanthropy ev~~e~ by the is •the inexorable demand of Lucentlo's sclentlllc wooing of Blanca,
offsprlngs. Urchins abound, chasing gratltuous dellvery'·of hair oil and other but the passersby as well I that feast 1s .a cause.of reio1cmg. .B~t Bethlehem's Infant: Adoremus though considerably Jess tempestuous
tha11 that of Petruchlo, served as a
the bold squirrels, until the ·pollcema11 accoutrements of masculine cha.rm, we more and more toys be invented more is required for Christ s Dominum.
·
t
awakens from his slumber on n bench
Thus it happens though that notable contrast between t11e age-old
in turn, going to send our sensi- for young and old; that shops ~a~s: for His co'?plete gift of
j a11d stops them, playing football be- are,
extremes
of sweeping the heroine olf
shoul~
lavish
money
in
decorating
d1vm1ty
a~d
humamty.
The
m~tthe
earthly
religion
of
humanity
tive friend a McGuffey's Reader 1111d
·neath the feet of the passers-by, First Year Speller <primary grade, of their windows, all to recall this amorphos1s that comes of water breaks farther and farther from her ~eet and guiding the courtship
walking lmngl1101·y tlghf ropes on the
great December week.
These and ~he Holy Ghost.
the supernatural religion of the through dangerous passages.
I
Iron railings. A hundred other. sights course) as 11 Christmas gift. Here it
Too l\.luch Ha! Ha!
appeal vividly to !UY senses and
Is not the prese?t widespread God-man..
The former usurps
--there are, each in Itself being sufficlcut ls. See for yourself: . Hortensia, the persistent rival of Lufeelings.
But I never ·thought observance ·of Christmas largely with refin.ed theft the possessions
The annual Christmas vacation be- to furnish 0. 0. Macintyre with ma- To The Editor of The
that they were other than the a feast day of a pagan humanity? of the latter.
Merry Christmas ccnt!o, was capably undertaken by
glns this year on Saturday, December terlal enough to earn the family gl'0XAVARIAN News,
fringes of Christmas, its regular
In what does Christmas differ is the greeting of both.
But George Ellerma11 wl10sc very ple11sl11g
21 and ends on Sunday evening, Jan- cerlcs for many d'lys.
Dear Sir:
equipage.
I never dreamt that as a matter of fact from the the unfailing criterion is had in voice and unaffected acting aided the
uary 5, 1930, at 12:00 oclock sharp. The
"In the Interest of certain maligned they were the essence of the day Fourth of July, the Twenty-sec- the challenge of old to Peter: strength of the play considerably. A
On January 6th, Dr. Paul J. Menge
catalogue lists the dead-line as Thursparties, It Is requested ,that you Insert
review of the Shrew" would not be
day, January 2 but it seems unreason- Is to speak at the Noonday Luncheon
this
reply In the forthcoming Issue itself, that they constituted Merry ond of February, the Twelfth of "Whom do you say that I am?-"
complete without a reniark anent the
able to make the out-of-town boys, Club of the Knights of Columbus. His of your paper:
Christmas.
February?
The latter are na•
E. Wirt Russell, '29, sophomore In now-famous laughing scene conducted
who must travel to such foreign lands topic wlll be, "To and From the PasTo obtain the real spirit of this tional holidays; we rejoice in
the St. Xavier College of Law, has ac- by Wllllam Muhlenkamp In the role of
as Cheviot, Mt. Healthy, etc., etc., slon-Play of Oberammergnu.
NOTICE
holy season, I read the "Greatest them; we sing. tile praises of our cepted a position ht the management Gremio. The many superfluous Ha!
At the Invitation of the Western Re- , "Attention! Fashion Park Artist: If
leave the fireside on New Years Day.
Little
Story
in
tlie
World,"
St.
nation
that
has
bestowed
on
us
department of The Fred'k A. Schmidt H11's! emitted by the trio of gentlemen
Then too, the effects of a college boy's serve Unlvet·sity, Dr. Paul J. Menge,
you will be so kind to arrange a getIn this scene proved 11 little more than
Company. I
Yuletide celebration might be such as head of the Department of Modern together for the men you so magnan- Luke's narrative of the Nativity. such gifts.
an audience, already nursing sore ribs,
That
my
senses
and
feelings
may
Shallow,
superficial
and
at.
to preclude any Idea of holding class Languages, wlll attend the forty-sixth
imously
featured
In
your
!ash.Ion
note
Dr. Paul J. l\Icnge, ·associated with could manage and for ~once during the
be more properly attuned and heart selfish, as a man-confined
on the second da of next year-£< meeting of the Modem Language As-.
Y
soclatlon of America. The meeting is last week, they will gladly take up a
the Second National Bank, In this city evening, thet·e were more ·1aughs sent
large Christmas dinner, sleigh , rides, to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, during collection to enable you to purcha•e may serve God's grace as a hand- religion ,is bound to be, the pres• as Tourist guide, Is again to tour Eu- forth from the footlights than from
playing with toys and nil that, Yknow. the Ch1·istmas Vacation. Slmultane- hair oil, spats, handkerchief and cane maid to my supernaturally :intel- ent spirit of "giving and forgiv- rope next ye01-. The ltlnernry includes the body of the theater. outside of
So that when the vlllage clock sounds ously, with this meeting, ls a convcn- thereby appeasing your jealous rancor.'' lect and will, ·) love to kneel be- ing" has degenerated in too many England, Belgium, France and Ger- this, G1·emiOO nonchnlnnce nnd voice
fore a realistic crib, such as is de- cases into a veriest bartering ·of many, together with the Rhine. Distwelve strokes on the night of tha tlon of the Interscholastic Federation
modulation were well nigh perfect. We
scribed by Papini in his "Life of gift~ a playground for cartoon- trict and the famous Passion-Play at pnrtlcularly liked his easy swagger.
5th of January let each student, from of German Clubs of which the Hcldclthe 111' · froshman on up to the mem- berg Club at st.' Xavier Is a member.
Christ," and there gaze on the ists ~d "columnists", at the least Oberammergau.
'
'rJ1c Old Gentleman
R. I. P.
1
bers of the Clef Club and Debating
Babe, actually shivering, what into a business or social propo•
Baptista, portrayed by Edmund D.
Team, grab his satchel and leave HEH
time
He
pleads
with
His
infant
sition.
'·
And
where
in
it
all
is
We're Not Conceited
"The Xaverian News" ex·
Doyle, walked the stage as n very
parlor PRONTO!
From a London sketch comes a slam tends the sympathy of the Fac· eyes that I should love Him and the finding of• the new-born SavCHAPEL
COLLECTION
cautious father, too well versed In his
Any of those students who receive
\
ihat
anybody
Is
able
to
write
a
newsHis
brother-men.
Furthermore,
iour
of
men's
souls?
daughter's periodic tantrums to ati
--toys and games for Christmas ar~ asked
ulty and Student Body to the
Furtherpaper
column
In
America.
my
Christmas·
would
not
be
comBut
it
is
an
age-old
.story.
The Chapel Collection up to tempt her ~ubduance single handed.
to bring nil such playthings hack to
farn,ily and relatives of Mr.
College with them. The nlck-nacks more It concludes that several nobodies John H. Meiners, President of plete unless I worshipped in spirit Cardinal Newman has told it well December 16 amounted 1to Eel's powdered hair, whitened to a Gold
are doing It right now. This for the
and in truth Bethlehem's newborn and at length in the "Idea of a $240.57.
Medal of Pillsbury consistency, Jost
will help while away the time spent
smug satisfaction of those who would The Cosmopolitan Bank, who Saviour.
And so my greatest University". · · He contrasts the
Jn the Phllopedlnri Society.
Return envelopes for tlie some of its mid-winter lustre when a.
was stricken while at his desk
like. to cut the editor's throat.
well-aimed pillow hit him in the small
last Saturday.
Mr. Meiners is joy at this holy season is to say religion of cultured civiliz~tion Christmas Collection will be of
the back. For thnt matter, Knththe three Christmas Masses and with the religion of Revelation.
mailed Thursday.
The inten•
Xavier Tech?
the father of Robert Meiners of·
l'l\11>'s
all-too-accurate hurling of prop•
actually to receive, under the
"This was the quarrel of the tions are: (1 ) Jubilee offering
The Registrar reports that an appli- 'this year's Freshman Class.
Owing to the Christmas 'Va•
ertles
caused both Petruchlo and Gruswaddling
clothes
of
the
Eucharancient
heathen
with
Christianity,
cation the next edition of "The cant for admission to the college asked
to the Pope; (2) Education of mlo no end of careful exercise. Louis
The cuatomary Requiem
Xaverial News will not appear If .a course In bricklaying was o!Iered. Masses ;will be offered for the ist, . Him, whom I believe to be that, instead of simply fixing the a missionary; ( 3) Spiritual in- Feldhaus, assuming the role or VlnHardly,-but we do have an Intensive
true God and true Man.
Thia I mind on the fair and pleasant, it surance of Masses. Mail early.
until Januarj- 8, 1930.
repo1e of bis soul.
CContlnued on Page •>
..
course 1n· shovelln;.
always thought was the essence intermingled other ideas with

"X" SOCIAL LIONS ACTIVE

CHESS TOURNEY
NOW IN SEnDND Queen City
~ ldyls
ROUND

Modernistic -Settings Add to
a Professional
Production.

...

Maggini Leading With Two Victories; Ed Geiser Does
the Unusual.

THE VERY IDEA!

Joshing I 1Us Like That

Someone Touched on the Quick
Deliberately Pulls Beard
of Reporter.

-THIS IS NEWS!

Our Yulet1"de Vacation

Ex.tended to January Fifth· Boys
From Hinterland
Beneflt

11

I

------

..

-

THE

PACE'IWO

XAVERIAN

NEWS

·-~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~=======
The x aver i an New.
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Far was?

A week or so ago T. Wlllett and I
·Invaded the sanctum of Smith-Kasson
for a seBBlon with Peggy Thomas (vide
"News" of Dec. 11). She wss conBy
ducting us through the gift salonwhich
Ill not a free beer dispensary
ADRIAN A. DAUGHERTY
I
-when suddenly I noticed a thing
•
peculiar.
·~What are the wages of syn?" chro_!Everywhere that Willet walked a
nl7.ed Bo Ranier when applying for a gentleman of color <negro man> folnew engagement for his orchestra.
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SHEVLIN'S

second ,tramlng of the shrewd,

On European Tradition
By Georre E. Winter
When the paunchy Banta Claus slides
down a soot-laden chimney on Christ·
mas Eve It Is -quite Interesting to recall what the -various customs of the
Yuletide mean and where they originated. ,

picturesque days of tally-ho and tavern
parties, sprigs of mistletoe and strands
of generously distributed holly formed - - - - - - - - - - - - - part and parcel of the days so aptly
Scbultz-Goaiger
portrayed by Dickens.
France departs somewhat from the
ENGBAVDS
orthodox custom and exchanges gifts
on New Year's day, In keeping with the
5_14
Main Street
visit of the Three Wise Men to BethOld World Custom
lehem. Russia, In the throes of autoStarting with the jovial saint him- cratlc Socialism hss undertaken to

Down at the football banquet about
' This Is Patrldl
a week ago there was a ' bit of fun, overheard In English Class:
some
tragedy,
and
not
a
little
experiJoseph H. Romer and Alvin Stadtmiller.
Doc Young: "What can you tell me self, we find that Santa came to Amerence. Maybe It Ill lack of gratitude to about the dodo?"
Columnists:
lea via Holland. The old Dutch setback bite the hand (common word for
Adrian A. Daugherty '3ll
Scanlon: Its eggs stink!"
hireling> that feeds me, but read ye
Wllllam J. Wise '30
At least _that Is what It sounded like I tiers brought with them to New York
all the joyous and hospitable observthis on the score of RUBBell,
James J. Shea '30
I was having a -desperate struggle
ances of their fatherland. They tntr.oReporters:
Kilian A. Kirschner, Thompson Wiiiett, B'an7 PoleJ, Prancls with the galllnaceous viand put before
duced, to their neighbors In the New
Vaughn, George E. Winter, Albert Worst, John Clemon.I, Julius me. The caterers were obviously quite
World, Bt. Nicholas, the patron ·of
Rensing, Edward Geiser.
Inexperienced, for they had neglected
children. The saint promptly grew a
to carve the bird, and the cutlery fur·
BUSINESS STAFF
nillhed would never be advertised to
long, white biiard, belted hill iusty
JOSEPH J. :McGt1lNNESS, '30 .............................................. BtJSJNESS MANAGER the· advanta~ attendant upon using
stoutneBB In a red coat and made his
Franklin A. Klatne, '30 ............................................................... Advertllllng :Manager Ironclad Grindstones.
bow to America as -Banta Claus.
After struggling for about fifteen
Robert· Savage, '30 .............................................. :Manager of Ad-COP1 Wr!Unl Dept.
William Haas, '31 ........................ ,................................................... Clnnllatlon Manager minutes without any appreciable dam·
Tanneubaaml
Richard O'Dowd, '32 ............................ :Manager of :MerchllDdlllnlr & SenlC8 Dept, age to the piece de resistance {Latin
Those Interested In the Christmas
llugene Vorwaldt, '31 ........................................................ A8lt. Advertlalng Manager for Chick), I set me to the task of
tree wlll be rather surprised to hear
:MJrl 117er, '31 ...................................................................... A8lt. Advertl&lng Manager finding some way In which to effect a
Jerome Luebbers, '31 ............................................................ Alllt. Advertising- Manager dismemberment of that rooliterllng
of a popular tale which describes MarHoward McEwen, '32 ............................................................ Alllt. Advertlalng Manager when I happened to think of tearing
tin Luther as "attempting to explain
BJ Louis Georre Boeh
John SChwab, '32 .................................................................. A8lt. Advertllllng :Manager 1t limb and limb by brute force.
Against the dark background of don- to his wife and children the beauty of
Fred Read, '32 .......................................................................... Alllt. ctrculatlon Manager
jons and tall forest trees looms the a snow-covered forest under a glitter·
l'age Emll7 Poet!
Anton Mayer, '31 ......................................................................... Aut. Buslneaa Manager
But that, lmmor.at perusers, would sinister figure of Louis XI. This Ill the Ing, star-besprlnkled ·sky. Suddenly an
typical novelist's picture of him. He
evoke criticism-since I wasn't at Tay- Ill
portrayed In Quenten Durward as Idea suggested ·Itself. He went Into
Jor's and Hughes' table-so the deed a crafty and superstitious ruler. In the garden, cut down a little fir tree,
must
be
clandestine.
Therefore
I
hit
If I Were King by McCarthy he again
THE NEWS' PROGRAM
upon the glorious eicpedlent of duck- holds the center of the stage. But Ill dragged it Into the nursery, put some
ing the fowl under my coat, jumping he really so villainous, so crafty, so candles on It and lighted them."
FOR A GREATER ST. XAVIER
Correct Version
over behind a nearby door and there superstitious? "Had he been an athe·
A Greater and Stron~er Alumni Aaeociation.
rending the ornithological specimen In· 1st," says Wyndham Lewis, "like FredIt seems that this happened on
erick
the
Great
or
Wllllam
of
Orangeto sizeable parts, thence to return to
Christmas eve, and the ·tale seeks to
Better Inter-departmental Co-operation.
had he even adhered polltely to the
table and use fork etc.
outward forms of the Faith and made explain, not only the origin of the fir
An All-College Newspaper.
But Gentlemen, what do you think Jest of It In private, his reputation tree custom, but the origin of the use
thwarted me when I essayed to do all would have stood high with the ma- of candles. Fir trees, however, were
that?
jority of modern historians. But he used several centuries before Martin
_Why, when I jumped back of the was a Catholic, and the charge of be- Luther saw the light of day, by the
door
E.
Wirt
bad
preceded
me
there
ing
ilunk In superstition Is therefore barbaric peoples of the Germanic
A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Yearby five minutes, and for the same pur- made against him !as against bis age) States, Authenticated history bears out
automatically
pose
I
and
wouldn't
make
room
for
me.
and In a routine way by the fact that the custom was borrowed
At this time of the year when the charity in our hearts is given
the enemies of his Faith and those from them and employed by the Chrisoutward expreasion in the conveyance of seasonable greetings to our
Endurance Test
unacquainted with It."
fellowmen there is a possibility that we might lose the significance
tians, during the Yuletide, ·as house
Too I just learned why elbows are
W. B. Wyndham Lewis' book "King decoration.
of the Yuletide and become absorbed in its purely natural celebration
reque;ted to be kept off th table-at Spider" even though It has a rather
as the world knows it.
Christmas with ·too many of us is an oc•
Our Favorite Pastime
e
glamorous title presents Monsieur Lewis
1
casion of gift exchanging and outpouring of joviality and thus amid dinner (sez Thomas>. In giving the de France In a very clear light He Is
Collegians Interested In the mistleboys
some
pointers
on
the
present
upInfinitely
more
human
and
infinitely
the din of commercialism His child-voice, calling us with a Divine rising In China I came to a very dra- Jess monstrous than many books have toe (to be sure, there are very fevt
who are!) may be glad to know that
. persistence "to adore Him" is let go unheeded.
matte moment, i>nd true to public made him out to be.
The work Is written In the style of among the ancient Druids, this plant
We must not lose sight of the fact that this Feast of almost speaking habit, held my left arm up
Thackeray's "Four Georges" and des- was regarded with the utmost venera·
universal celebration had its origin in His Nativity.
His Birth and slightly extended to the fore.
broke down ·the barriers that had been set up by a rebellious chil- - Out of the corner of my eye I no- pite the excessive use of French quo- tlon. These priests cut the sacred misthat
a
waiter
had
stopped
Im- tatlons presents an attractive and grip- tletoe with a golden knife and hung
tlced
dren and heralded the Redemption of Mankind.
Had it not been mediately back of me, but merely sup- ping picture of the man and his times. It over the doors to propitiate the
for His divine Love for the human race the world today would not posed that he was In rapt attention, so
Great Russian Short Stories edited woodland spirits. Today we have hapexperience the joy that is so general.
Amid the almost frenzied maintained the gesture for the spec!· by Stephen Graham Is a companion pily omitted the woodland spirits and
rush of our fellowmen to prepare for a purely material Christmas, fied three minutes At the e d f that volume to Great French Short stories. substituted something-or rather somen
Great German Short Stories and othlet us not permit His call to go unheeded.
Like the lowly shep• tlme I lowered the· arm gracefully,
and ers of a like nature Issued by Ernest body-more substantial. According to
herds and like children, whose feast Christmas primarily is, let us squawk all you want to at the lgnom- Bern, Many of them are old and fa- myth only happiness could enter under
make Him, on His Birthday, the offering of our hearts and the lny of it, but that darn waiter saw mous, and bring one back to his high mistletoe. We leave It to the Imaginapledging of our allegiance to Him as King of Heaven and Earth. my action and just as I nearly reached school days when he sat up reading tion to ascertain what enters underNothing could-be more acceptable to Him, nothing more redounding table be slid a dish of asparagus Call The Pistol Shot by Pushkin or 'l'he pardon-we mean-what GOES ON ungooey) smack under that arm.
Cloak by Gogol Instead of studyl11g der the blessed plant today,
to our "benefit 1hat such an approach, He well knows a child's heartI wouldn't care so much ordinarily Greek. Ne11rw all of the great RusThe Yule Log
all innocence and trusting affection-and thus He would have each but that was and Is my public speaking sl11n masters appear In the volume.
Burning the Yule log Is an ancient
one of us come to Him.
arm and anyhow I think that he's a Not only this volume but all of Its
brothers
are
worth
possessing.
In
conChristmas custom which ·originated
With the beginning of a New 'I ear in our lives would it not Whoo Flung Tong sympathizer.
nectlon with the above collection
In feudal
with the Scandinavians.
be most proper to blesss the days to come and propitiate His
should be mentioned "Essays on Russian times the bringing In of the Yule log
Tooted Bis Own Born!
Goodness and Mercy by receiving Him into our hearts?
Instead
Novelists" by w. L. Phelps. The book
of wishing "hon voyage" to the days past and "well Diet" to the
Another highlight of the evening Is not new but It Is one of the most to the wide hearth of the -baronial
approaching year in pagan custom, would it not be more whole- was John Bpelght's performance on Interesting works written on Russian hall was one of the most joyous cereliterature and will serve as an Intro- monies connected with Christmas.
some to realize that Time is precious and so form a resolve to em- the trumpet. Not In many moons have duction to many of the men mentioned
Christmas In Europe
ploy wisely each second, of what little we have left to us, in His I been treated to such a treat. Yea, In "Great Russian Short Stories."
The German people have transmitted
Two other books might be cited here:
Service?
Such thoughts in our •estimation, constitute the very such a treat.
It seems that the band was In dire "The New German Republlc," and "Ed· to us most of the tradition and cusessence of the Yuletide.
With them for a background we can ·en• need of another trumpeter 11nd after Ison, His Life and Inventions," Both
joy all the more the holly and fir tree, the laughter in the faces of several unsucceSBful quests were made of them ara rather exhaustive works tom we are wont tc associate with the
Christmas season, The giving of toys,
our loved ones and, above all, the joy and peace in our breasts. Speight came to the fore and conde- the latter even more than the former. the singing of carols and all the acAnd who can deny that "A Merry Christmas and a Happy New scended to finger the valves for dere
coutrements of this feast of childhood
Year," accompanied by a firm handclasp and beamjng countenance, old Alma Mater, despite Injunctions of
Football or Wha~!
_ were pictured In Germany with all the
his parents to refrain from anything
will thus have far greater significance and import·?
In the first meeting ~f Yale · and accompanying glamour so dear to young
So it is that we intend to make the season merry and the next that would characterize him as a blow- Princeton In 1873, the ball burst and hearts.
hard. Casting aside all thoughts of
England has but lately adopted the
year propitious.
May each and every one of our readers do like- home and the happlne.ss of being at the game was delayed a half hour,
while some one went for a new one. fir tree as a Christmas fixture. In the
wise!
peace with his family Jack risked his In the game of 1870, a dispute
all, knowing that he would stand to arose over the legality of one of Walgain nothing, but nothing daunted by ter Camp's lateral passes, The referee
that fact. No, sir, not once did he settled the matter by tossing a coin,
waver, but blew forth with might nnd Yale called the turn and got the touchThe President's Christmas Message.
main, -not ashamed, not abashed that down. In the same game, a Yale m':\n
some one might discover his betrayal, made a long run and had almost reach·
The Christmas Season brings us Happiness and Peace
but proud to serve his Alma Mater.
ed Princeton's goal line when he was
and Joy.
The reason is that it ia the Birthday of the Savior
Of such stuJI are made the men who tackled and fumbled the ball. A Princeare men.
of the World.
ton man recovered It and traversed
The deepest longings of the human heart are for the
almost the length of the field when he
Blushed Unseen For Years
was overtaken by Hatch of Yale, who
Possession of God forever in the Beatific Vieion,
Nothing
"Tell me how you attained such pro- wrested the ball a way from him and
else' can quite satisfy our restless natilre.
Sin, aa we all
ficiency, Mr. Speight,'' said I on In- returned It almost to Princeton's goal
terviewing this man of the moment.
know, is the only obstacle to the Possession of God. - A An•
Ilne.-Ky. Kemel.
·
"Well, It was like this," said he rollful life is an unsatisfying life also.
The Savior Child brings
ing his lilg brown and grey eyes ireadto the World help Divine to withstand sin and merit Etemal
lng from right to left), "I learned at
J. D. CLOUD & CO.
home while at school, I mean to say
Life.
Hence the World-Joy at Christmas Time.
that I have taken lessons."
CERTIFIED PUBLIC
Let us bring the Christ Child more and more into our
I doubt that latter statement, knowACCOUNTANTS
Plans and Thoughts and Activities.
Our lives are Happy in
ing John's modesty. "Mother did not
1103-,-5 Traction Bldr.
approve
of
us
children
having
any
kind
proportion u we coordinate them with the Cbrist's, Who
Audits
Tu Service
of horns about," continued Speight,
87stem•
showed us how Human Life is b"est lived.
"so I had to keep my precious cornet
In secret and practice silently-I still
play that way 1at times-and was perforce obliged to be somewhat of a prl· •)
vnte tooter. On coming to school I
INSURANCE
still refrained from playing allowed.
FIRE-CASUALTY-BONDS
"When I started to play last Tues·
902 First National Bank BJcJr,
day night some few snickered, but that [
CALL MAIN 611
did not deter me and I did my best."
-:•1-1-11-•1_1_1_1~1-1-•1-11 _ _ _11_1_1_ci_.c--u.-.c ~----1---~o
Rank Socialism
Ed Hoban allows that he has but little use for the dandles who swipe
Knives, forks, spoons etc. from his tray
when he Ill eating.
I personally have no great respect
A Large Assortment
for the guys who snatch pens, pencils
and the like from pockets and othe1·
holds . . . and that was for a time a
good _Idea.

Cartoonists:

llWIMS, I BAVB IT"
27 -Eaat Sida SINet

"IP IT

~~ol~~ t:e ;hrls:as season s:':pl~~ I ..- - - - - - - - - - - - · - ston~ t! ':e ~=n::iio:' 0~ atheism.
LOWE & CAMPBELL

Participation In any form of Christian
entertainment during the Yuletide carrles a heavy sentence. We can be
thankful that such an excess of abysmal Ignorance bas not reached our
western world.

.,._________ --II-
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ATllLBTIO GOODS CO.

705 Main Street

Jrnr
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Fifteen
Men on
a Live
One's
Shopping List
y0

HO! • • • nnd whnt it
thcre'rc two hundred?
Herc's the wny the wise ones
do it; rench into Browning
King's treasure chest of ties
••• all of 'cm economicnlly
priceless ••• specilicnlly, thnt
super-specialty of ours • • •
tics nt $1 nod $1.50 ••• for
the price the smartest, richest
male neckpicccs in town. In
fact, we could double the
prices and they'd piny their
pnrts perfectly. Bring in thnt
long list of mnles·who·must·
be-pleased! Then sec if we're
right.
_

°

Neckwear $1 & $1.50

lJrowning King
&-" Company

~"

Delicious and Refreshing
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ANO ANYBODY WHO
EVER RAN AFTER A
TRAIN THAT WAS
GOING FASTER THAN

I
f

GREETING CARDS
of

i

BEAUTIFUL CARDS
To Select From

NOT TOO LATE

TO

ORDER -NOW

GIBSON & PERIN

Shakespeare, Futurlstlc1
Thanks, Robert C., for the Invite but
really now I can't take advan~age I of
the opportunity to be amongst thee at
the specified time. Besides being out
of town on that date I may remind
you that I Invariably spend New Year's
Eve In contemplation of the universe,
In the reading of pious books, visiting
.the poor, telling my beads and partly

w.

Fourth \Street

....1-.1419<1~--·------------·

···-1·~,~-,-·~~~-

~

Religious Articles,
(

& ·SCHOLL

-BABllEBS~21 Union Central Buildiiis
CANAL 1120-M
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Run far enough, work
long enough, play hard
/
enough and you've got to
stop. That's when the
pausethatrefreshesmakes
the big hit. Happily you
can find it around the corner from anywhere, wait·
ing for you in an ice-cold
Coca-Cola, the pufl! drink
of natural flavors that
makes any little minute
long enough for a big rest.

The Coca.Cola Co., Atlu.., OL
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HIGH MASS
A soietDn High Mass was celebrated
In tlie Students Chapel, Wednesday,
Dec. 11, In commemoration of the
Pope's 50th anniversary as a priest.
Pather Lilly, S. J., the ·speaker, relllBl'ked that of all the blessings which
our Pontiff has received during his life,
he ahould single out his priesthood as
·the greatest favor God has given him.
·Pather DeSmet, S. J., was the cele·
brant, Father Samon, s. J., acting as
deacon and Mr. O'Brien, s. J., as subdeacon.

ATTEND PLAY
Over 100 st. Xavier High School
Rudents attended the va.rlous perform11Dces of "The Taming of the Shrew,"
given by students of St. Xavier Collep on De<:. 12 a.nd 13. Mr. Edward
c. Roth, who directed this pla.y, Is
teacher of English a.nd Dramatics a.t
Bl. :xavter High School

XAVERIAN NEWS
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CHARLES BAHHm STARS IN
ROLE OF PROF.

BASKETBALL. -·GETS

hi-jacking basis, heavy artlllery will.
always be ·needed by the ganfl"ters.
.
Mr. Barrett said that the French were
up In the air about· aeronautics. l\lr.
Barrett should know, because he Is
engaged In this line. At' present he
TALKS ON."THINGS GENE~L" 1s outrut1ns an expedition to the Moon SQUAD IS CUT TO FIFTEEN
to collect the green cheese. On his
. return he Intends to corner the cheese
BJ laek Hashes
market.
HARD SEASON AHEAD
La.st Friday, In the abl!ence of llr.
As a member of the Walnut ems
Roth, Charles Barrett pve a very ele- Chamber of commerce, he would like
_.By Bob Koch
vating talk while llr. McQulaton pre- to know why "Mammy" songs and
Experience will play no pa.rt In the
sided. Mr. Barrett touehed
all sub· "Come back to" .songs are not written success of this year's St. Xavier basjects In his lecture, "On Things Oen· with the locals as dear old Walnut ketba.11 quintet. When the blue a.nd
Hills.
era!." His stand on Prohibition was.
Mr. Barrett also explained the phys!· white boys take the floor against Hampositively all wet. .He th1nks that Al ognomy of the growth of plants. Dur· llton Catholic Jan. 3 not one player In
the line-up Will have the a.dva.nta.se of
Smith a.nd Senator Heflin should start Ing his lecture he also ami"wered all
having engaged In high school com·
.a new party, running , "Big Bill" questions of psychology which arose. petition.
Thompson, former mayor of Chicago, He solemnly declared that the formula
Don Dixon a.nd l.oul;S Flanagan a.re
for Asparagus was Cl H2 03 (ZnC13) 4.
for President In 1932. These three men
the only boys left from last year's'
The
'
main
factor,
he
explained,
was
would represent "Better Beer, Greater
the velocity with which the asparagus squad of fifteen, a.nd while these boys
Graft and Tougher Gunmen." He also
received some experience In the dally
believes In complete disarmament ex- hit the floor when It slipped from the scrimmages neither saw enough action
cept for bootlegging purposes, eta.ting plate, resulting In friction when one to be called veterans of high school
attempted to pick It up.
that until bootlegging ls run on a nonNext Friday, Mr. Barrett will address ba.sketball.
Yet with a.ll this Coach Dan Savage
the W. c. T. U. He will also extend
believes he Will be able to compose a
his lectures ~hr.oughout the school. We .team. strong enough to withstand this
have just heard that our celebrated year's schedule. He ha.a several soph·
speaker wlll address the Mothers• Club omores and many juniors who he be·
of St. Anne's School on Thursday. For lleve.s after several 'weeks of stllJ drill·
appointments call Father Weiand, s. J. Ing will round Into excellent players.
Xavier Bard HH

UNDER WAY

on

PROMISCUOUS PARAGRAPHS
The writer happened to have a sea.t
next to Bob Wahl's other half (fem·
lnlne) at the Taming of the Shrew last
Thursday nlte. And while there ls no
Idea to make It appear tha.t Bob goes
with dumb girls It just simply should
be stated here that she was heard to
say that the muffler was on a. car to
keep the engine warm. That's alright
Bob they all have to learn sometime.

Hurry,Men!
Pogue's is the Place
to buy,
·Silk Stockings .
for all 'the fair ladies wlw
expect great things of you
on Christmas Day.
Whelher ia's molher, or sweethearl, lhe wife,
or debulanle sisler, we can )1elp you decide
just what stockings she will like ·• • ' • and
because th~y are Pogue sloekings you may
rest assured tl1at el·en the most faslidious of
your fair ladies could not have selected them
more lo her. liking.
Wl1elher your gilt budgel allows you 6.30,
5.00, 4.00, 3.50, 3.00, 2.50, 2.00 or less, you
will find here the &lockings to please her.

A man at your service •

• •

who knows much about silk stockings·, and
who will be glad lo l1elp you, il you prefer.

From the looks of things up to da.te
we don't know whose going to have
the hardest time getting a team to•
gether, Mr. Wiatrak S. J. or Mr. Sav·
age: Mr. Wiatrak has taken over the
smaller teains and has them down In
the gym every night working them
extremely ha.rd. We know one thing
to be a tact and that ls, that Mr. Wiatrak'• boys are going to get more fresh
air than our head mentor's pupils. If
you don't believe this ask any of these
corridor cowboys who try to hold up
the walls of the school during noon.

The Blue-Jackets ha.ve been extremely hard hit this sea.son In losing their
whole team of la.st year. Hal Pennington, Bill Selvera, Red Ellert and Morrie Gerwe, the first three· being seniors
and the la.st a junior have been declared Ineligible by the Ohio Athletic
Assn. for participating In games at the
National catholic Tournament last
sea.son. Pennington, Selvera a.nd El·
Jert were regUlars the entire year while
Gerwe saw much action at guard.
Coach Sava.11e will hold two and a.
half hour practice sessions every day
until the opening game with Hamilton
and while It Is certain the team will
be small at the ·same time from the
looks, so far It will be extremely fast.

FATHER WEIAND SPEAKS
On Friday afternoon, Dec. 13, 1929,
Father Weiand, S. ·.J., addressing the
students In Chapel, advocated a still
greater attendance at the Thursday
Communion Mass. The attendance this
yea.r has been as great, If not greater,
than any year heretofore. Yet there
are some who never take the trouble
to partake of this Important service,
and to these his plea was directed.

But say wait a minute, here Is some
more news. Bide by side with the sail·
or that takes a boat ride on his holi·
day, the mall man who takes a walk
on his and the life guard who goes
Ba.be Earls while conversing with
swimming on his Is the 4D student who
Pat Moran the other day stated that
loafs during the Christmas holidays.
he thought Don Dixon should be In
If our principal had any considera- the hall of fame. Pat thinking only of
tion at all for the undergraduates he Don as a Quarterback asked, "Why".
surely would let them off next week. "Well" answered Babe, "they've got
Not because they deserve It but the over two thousand BUSTS there."
fourth year classes headed by Mr. Dorger and Mr. Roth are going to hold
John Roach that most Illustrious stusinging sessions everyday. Of course dent of 4C whom everybody has heard
dear undergraduates, the seniors will of at some time or other has been gotry their best to sing softly and sweetly ing to St. X High for three years tryso as not to arouse you from your ing to a~qulre at least a moderate eduthoughts.
cation and here we find out that he
thinks •to study' means to go regular
And while we're on this matter Jet with some nice girl friend.
It be said that any room which Is close
enough to receive these vocal, sounds
clearly are asked to send requests to
the office and the fourth year men will
try their best to sing all songs asked
for.

'

Not because this Is 'a small matter
but because there Is not much room on
our page, we wish to congratulate Mr.
Roth here, on his latest success, The
Taming of the Shrew. 4A and 4B were I
most considerate In Mr. Roth's behalf
by letting him practice the play during
their English periods, and should also
be congratulated.
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THE LITERARY SEMINAR

ANNOUNCING

By Robert Welch
The Father Finn Literary Seminar
of St. Xavier High School began the
A COMPLETE UNE
second year of Its existence at Its lnl·
tlal meeting, Dec. 3. It hopes to proOF
vide a course as Interesting and useful
as the one of last year. Most of the
members of last year returned and a
few new-comers ha.ve signified a de-·
sire to attain membership. Mr. O'Brien,
On Sale At
s. J., has again generously ollered to
supervise the organization In the capaclty of moderator. The officers for
the ,current year are Tom Schmidt,
President, and Ra.y Berkemeyer, Seeretary.
VERY REASONABLE PRICF.s
The opening meeting was held In
classroom 3-A of the High School, Dec.
For Detailed lnfomlation
3. Mr. O'Brien asked for suggestions
regarding the development of the year's
study. After considering several, he
proposed an outline of the plans ior
ST. XAVIER HIGH SCHOOL
the year, namely a deeper, study of the
principles underlying Literary Criticism
and Appreciation and a study a.nd discusslon of the works of worthwhile
authors. This proposal was adopted
·
The Seminar convened for Its second
meeting In the college Library Building
RESmENOE BUILDING
on Friday, Dec. 14, at 7 :45. The be.sic R,,141°To•W1ar ·••· Mad1·To-Or4tr
CLOTHING
GENERAL CONTRACTING
problems of Criticism a.nd Appreciation
were explained and discussed ..
___•_1_1_.a_1_3__MAl
__N_s_T_.___ .
B~D=, • :~.:
The third meeting will be held Fri·
day evening, Dec. 20, at 7 :45 at the
College. The Seminar will then be
addressed by Rev. Thomas Lynam, s.
J., on some lnterestlifg phase of English Literature. Father Lynam Is devoting his entire time to the study
of English Literature In the Graduate
School of the University of Cincinnati.
We, therefore, look forward with a. great
deal of anticipation and Interest t-0
next week's meeting.
~
The Seminar's membership at p.-esent consists of Tom Schmidt <Pres!- ,
dent>, Raymond Berkemeyer <Beere- !
tary), Robert Welch, Ralph Crawford,
Jules Fern, Robert McEvllley, Joseph
Klopp, Joseph Steinmetz, Frank Broeman, Richard Rlnschler, Robert and
Joseph Steltenpohl, Carl Tuke, Carl
Kleve a.nd Will McEvllley.

SPORTING. EQUIPMENT
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Now of course you have been told
by the professors not to buy any Xma.s
presents for them. This Is perfectly
right. On talking to a few members
of the faculty the writer was told that
we should not spend our money on
them but should study earnestly and
make this a present to our teachers.
But then In the next breath they stated
how they received a tie from this class
last yea.r and a box of cigars from another and how· they really did appreciate them. And how thoughtful and
generous a certain class was toward
them. So boys let your conscience be
your guide.
We surely· feel sorry for Maxwell.
No, he has received no accident whatsoever but he was offered to accompany some noted aviator on an endurance flight next summer And our
student had to reject. He told the
aviator that vacation only lasts three
months and so was forced to stay out
of school or not go. He decided not
to go.

Smith-Kaason Company-Wuest

Yam Store, Inc.

on the floor:

Joe Podesta was asked, when he was
caught conversing with his neighbor
on some worldly subject, by his teacher
<no names mentioned but this goes for
several) "Say, do you come to school
to learn.'" And Joe made answer boldly. "No, I com~ to listen to you.''

The Big Gamble
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It is yow duty to patronize those merchants
through whoae co-operation this organ of Xavier
activities is made financially possible.
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A short time ago In one of our•Jarge
cities, the authorities confiscated all
the tickets connected with the Canadian Vetel'an's Lottery because "gambling Is forbidden." At present, In the
stock mai·kets throughout the country,
we have evidence of gambling on the
greatest scale that the world has ever
known; yet such gam bllng Is called
"big business", and nothing further Is
said about It. Gambling in· Itself is
not evil; It Is the abuse of It that is
heinous. But, If gambling Is ever carried to extrem~s, It Is so on the floors
of our .stock-markets. There, under
the cloak of business, and with that
deceiving catchword "national prosperity.", trickery, fraud, robbery and every
evil, that r.~an Is capable of committing
for the sake of gain,' are rampant. Yet,
we who will look with disapproval on
a thing like the lottery sponsored by
the Canadian veterans, which, whatever we may think of it, Is nevertheless
good In Its purpose, will· tolerate the
existence of the stock market.
Who Is there tha.t does· not see be·
neath the manipulations of the stock
market simply a gamble In which tile
cards are marked? Can one believe
that stocks will rise to such a peak,
and then-when all the small fry are
eliminated, suddenly recover. Somewhere there Is a group juggling the
market. No matter what It may be
called, the stock market Is . nothing
more than an Instrument of certain
moneyed Interests for defrauding, on
a gigantic scale, the millions of poor
Ignoramuses who are lured by that
vain, but powerful hope, of quick
wealth.

J; ALBERT JONF.s
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· Photographa for Sohoo1 .Amluala
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"HIT THE NAIL on the head" ••• cut out the
frills, give sm()kets the one thing they waotand sales will take care of themselves.
At least, that's the Chesterfield platform. The
one thing smokers '\VBOt is good taste-and that's
the one thing we're interested io giving them-

" TASTE a/Jove evef!Jthing ..

......

~-

he·sterfield

.
.

FINE TURKISH ind DOMESTIC tob1cco1, not only BLENDED b11t CROSS-BLENDED

THE. XAV·ERIAN NEWS

TAM.ING OF SHREW
SCORES NOTED TRIUMPH
(COJltlnued from Page 1)
·centlo, the other senior lead, would
have done admirably as a youthful
St. Nicholas, but had he worn a black
·'shirt and red tie we would have sworn
that Karl Marx .. '\!lain walked , the
boards.
· The voice of Miss Catherine Hess as
Blanca could have been: str,mger since
her most Important lines were unintelligible beyond the middle of the
theater. Her acting somewhat atoned
for this deficiency, however.
Entire Cast Praiseworthy
The rest of the cast Is too lengthy
to attempt anything like an Individual
criticism of the players. Suffice It to
say that with few exceptions the minor
roles were handled with creditable assurance. Hugh Clines as the "Hazy"
·baggageman and Milton Tobin as the
Inebriated Christopher Sly of the Induction deserve special mention. Mr. Tobin's role was so realistically played
that an unkind critic suggested. to us
an uncharitable. thought that we wm
leave unprinted!
That Fashion Show
Miss Camille Howell as the Widow
was 8s attractive as widows usually
are, but our preference would have
lingered between her and the very
charmin'g .wedding guests lh the perscns of Mary Louise Winter, Dorothy
Muhlenkamp and Helen Hornbach.
The costumes worn by all the feminine
characters were commented on In the
audience with customary exuberance
ln terms of feminine fol-de-rol. We
· merely say they were pretty and presclnd from all crepe-de-chines, torquolBe, V-type eight, henna and othe~
tags. of girlish modes.
Credit Where Due
Without the efficient co-operation of
the stage hands the show certainly
would not have "clicked" (in Broadway
parlance). The men behihd the guns
shifted scenes with professional celerity
under.the directorship of Frank Klalne.
He and his assistants, Uchtman, Burkhardt, Breitfelder, Gundllng, Huesing
and Hayes deserve a· more than ordinary commendation.for the part they
tcok In the show's success.
Ad Work Notabie
The stage settings, arranged by
OharJes Roth, left nothlnt to be· desired as they say ·in the society columns (so we'll use the phrase also).
The modernistic design of the banquet
scene was, without a dbubt, the most
strlldng of the whole performance.
Congratulations, All!
To all those who participated In
"The Taming of the Shrew" In any
capacity whatsoever, from star lead
even down to the fourth-assistant
usher, "The Xaverian News., extends
congratulations. Such co-operation as
was evinced by the students was bound
to terminate In the success that this
year's production certainly was.
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air. He Is a line aviator, a 'i>rave fel- Exeter, and was occupied by his schol- Japan's Gl'eat T~ela
low and a gentleman; but he Is not a ars for a short time. Most of the present
tin god nor. an accompl!Bhed man.
buildings of the college were erecte<I
BJ' Bernard Wilhelm
prior I</ the days of Newton. A striking
JESV12', INSTITUTiONS IN THE modern chapel Is one of the late a<IThe opening of the great Shimizu
IJNITED STATES
dltlons to the college.
Ttmnel, which 11s· the largest of Its
·- - - ~
Jesus Colll!'i-has always had an
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Intimate association with Wales. Most kind In the Orient, will be celebrated
with much ceremony before the end
trans-atlantic communication.
Yet
.
of the college's scholarships are re·
more valuable service was lent to airBy Thompson Wllle&t ' ' .strlcted to persons born or educated In of the year by the Japanese Ministry
transportation by the subse<1uent flight
Georgetown University, of George- Wales, or of Welsh parentage.
Sir ot Railwaya.
THE MOUNTEL PRESS CO.
of commander Byrd; and ye11rs be- town,,theLaity's Directory <1822>, says:' Leoline Jenkins and Sir Eubule The!·
The 'famous Tanna Tunnel, located
BB'rlBB
fore Lindbergh .thought .or his project, "lt Is the oldest Catholic literary es- wall were prominent In raising the near Ata1111, has been under COll!ltrucAlcock and Brown. had. crossed the tablishment .In the Unite<! States. It college from an early period ol aepress- tton for the past ten ·years and it Js
PRINTING
ocean by air, and an avlatOr by the was founded immediately after the Ion.
expected to 'be ready for use before
name of Hawkes had ventured across ..J:l.evolutlonary· W~r•. by the incorporated
Keble Colleg-!B 'a modern Inst!· the end of 1931.
N, & eor. Coan A S r - - ltl.
alone.
· Catholic clergy of Maryland, who se- tution and received Its charter In 1870.
Whats In A Name1
lected from their body trilstees, and lt was erected by subscription 118 a
A Larp Order
The Shlmlzu 'l'unnel 1.s about five
.invested them with full power t'o choose memorial to John Keble. lts stated
After the first thunder of applause
had died down and one could hope
Since
the
year
1805,
It
has
been
under
education
combined
with
economical
was
begun
and,
&: BRO.
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' - from both
W. .ends .
. at .the
., • - • that Lindbergh would be permitted to the direction of the Society of Jesus." cost' of living and a "training based present
time, approximately 9,000 yards·
pursue the even tenor of his ways and
Under such conditions the college upon the principles of the Church of of earth have been excavated. There
Arcbitecta
.
resting on his laurels, become a successful young American, some inspired had a great influence upon catholic England". The buildings are rrom the remain about 6,000 yards before the
the
early·
days,
Archbishops
designs
of
William
Butterfield,
and
are
Job
will
be
completed.
CiNCINNATI,
OHIO
.
In
progress
political nincompoop had to persuade
Elaborate Ceremony
--·-·him to fly around visiting the other Carroll, Neale and Marechal of Bait!- t>rinclpally In variegated brick. An
The main feature of the dedication
nations of the western ·Continent. more had Intimate relations with it. elaborated scheme of decoration m
ceremony will be. the blasting away of
Lindbergh complied, and the newspa- Bishop· Dubourg of New Orleans was mosaic is a feature of the chapel.
Lincoln Celfoge-was founded as an the last thin layer of earth which re- (I •u• 1e•n-..c~..-i~~·-----1>
pers gave him the title of "Good Will one of its presidents; Bishop Flaget,
Ambassador," as though he had really ef BardStown, was professor, as .was outcome of the reaction against the· mains between the two paths of conCUT FLOWERS
accomplished something, For a while also Bishop Vandevelde of Chicago. doctri11es of Wycllffe. Windows of the structlon. Mr. Yoku Egl, Minister of
Telegraphed Everywhere
he might have had a salutary effect on Bishops Carrell of Covington, O'Hara buildings ·are fitted with Flemish glaSs Railways, will touch the button to set
pan-American relations, but there of Scranton, and Fenwick ot Boston, Introduced at the time of the constitu· olf the charge which will omclally
HARDESTY &: CO.
seems to have been· no ,abatement of were students there.,
tlon, John Wesley was an emlrient open the tunnel.
150 Eut 4th Street
the dislike with which the United
In 1808 four Georgetown students of associate of the college.
Eeonomlc Beneftts
states is regarded by the Latin landS theology were elevated to the priestMagdalen College was founded In
Th~ Increased service which
pass
of this part 'of the world.
hood. These four,· Benedict Fenwick, 1846 by William of Wayllnete. . The
Enoch Fenwick, Leonard Edelen, and chief feature of the buildings Is the through the tunnel dally will elfectual~
Harrassed Further
ly
lower
the
price
of
rice
which
is
pro, Even after this, there was a posslbll- John Spink, were the first members bell-tower at the main structure. l"rom duced In great quantities In the disof the Socle,ty ot Jesus to be. ordained its summit a Latin hymn Is sung at
Jty that -Lindbergh might be able to
trict.
·
five o'clock on May-day morning 11ncontinue his career without any fur- in the United States.
PngreaSlow
Georgetown has progressed With the nually, Cardinal Wolsey was a fellow
ther meaningless appellations being
The Tanna Tunnel on the Tokaldo
conferred upon him by newspapers. years, and Is now one of the most of the college about ·the time when Line near Ootenba· Is the most diffi- Fraternity Pins, Club Emblems
Football Charms i
But it was not to be. On his retum famous universities · In the . United the bell-tower was being built. The cult feat ever attempted by the JapMedals, Cups, Tropbiee .
he was appointed advisor . to a board States. Its school of medicine, school college Is entered by a modern gateway, anese engineers. It Is also nearly five
of
law,
and
school
of
dental
surgery
giving access to a small quadrangle,
established for the promotion oT aviation by the excellent Mr. Guggenheim. are especially renowned. Its location at one corner of which Is an open pul- miles long. The volcanic character or
Jewelry
the mountains through which it Is beImmediately the newspapers dubbed at Washington draws many students to pit of stone.
Sixth &: Vine Street
ing dug is causing considerable trouble.
him a scientific expert along aeronau- Its school of diplomacy, also.
Greenwood Bldg,
Merton College was founded some- This, together with the extreme depth
tical lines, in spite of the fact that his
time before 1264. The college hall re- of the . tunnel, has made progress In
CINCINNATI, OHIO
knowledge of such matters. could not
Creighton University
tah\s an original door with fine iron· the work very slow. The total cost
Manufacturing Jewelen
be much superior to that of the ordinCreighton University, which Is sit- work, but the building Is in a great of the project is estimated at . ovel'
ary well-trained aviator, which is not uated at Omaha, Nebraska, Is named part modernized. A beautiful garden
QUlte scientific but generally practical. after Edward Creighton, through the lies east of the bu!ldings, being sep- $10,000,000.00. It has already cost in
lives, thirty men.
I
Patronize Our Advertisers
Even A Discoverer
generosity of whose wife the founda- arated from the meadows to the south
Within the last few months Lind- tion of the Jnstltu~ion was made pos- by part of the old city wall.
bergh went on a photographic trip sible. It was Incorporated August 14,
New College was founded by William
over some regions in southern America., 1879, with five members of the Society of Wykeham In 1379. In the chapel
for what purpose beyond furthering of Jesus named as the Board of Trus- of the college Is preserved the beaupublicity for somebody It is hard to tees. Father R. A. Shalfel was the tiful pastoral staff of the founder,
say, since other men had photographed first president. Fathers Miles and There is a fine series of memorll'.\l
the jungles from the air six years ago. Lambert were · prominent figures at brasses in the ante-chapel. On the
Again the pnpers seized on the occa- Creighton In lts early days also.
north side of the college precincts are
sion and gave him the unwarranted
A Sclenllftc ScJ1601
.
extensive modern buildings. In 1642,
names of Explorer and Archaeologist.
Creighton ts particularly prominent when Oxford was playing its prominPictures have been published oI Mayan as a scientific school. Its observatory ent part in the Civil War, the tower
ruins supposed to have been discovered MASSET ••• ............ elaoln .. ..
cloisters of New College became
by Lindbergh-plctul'es that have ap- and hospital cause It to have a unique and
,
a r.oyallst magazine.
peared in scientific journals before appeal for those intending to specialize
Oriel College was founded by EdLindbergh wns even heard of. Even In medicine or Jn the niat11ematlcnl
the people native to the regions over professions. It also has .a school of ward II Jn 1326. The bulldlngs of
Oriel, which face Oriel Street, arc nnt
which Lindbergh flew In his g1·ent ex- nursing.
·
ploring trip have come forth with de-' The university has grown and prog- coeval with the foundation. Early In
nlals that the l'Ulns he saw were dis- ressed with Omaha, and Is now cour.ted the nineteenth century a number of
eminent men. associated with Oriel
covered as a result of ills i!igbt.
as one of the city's greatest_ '1.Ssets. gave the college ·its well known conThat Fourth Estate!
Crelghto11 gradua\;!'s have been, and nection with the "Oxford Movement."
But the most annoying thing about are playing a great part In tho deyelthe action of newspapers when dealing opment of the West.
Grab Me An Ax!
with him has been demonstrated by
OXFORD UNIVERSITY
1·ecent happenings In our own country.
Business Man CA College Grad):
Newspapers have been making Lind41
MY son, George, was interested in a
' By George E. Winter
bergh out ns a 1·cl!ef pilot, that is, as a
sort of lnfalllble rescuer of lost planes
Because of the Intense rivalry be- (A.) thesis last week."
and aviators. ·And this even though, tween the two great English seats of
Cute Steno: Now Isn't that a coin all the hunts for lost airmen in learning, Cambridge and Oxford, the incidence I I'm jwit wlld aliout Henry
which he has participated, he has been exact date of the foundation of the
uniformly unsuccessful, and so have two Institutions is not definitely known. Thies' Orcheatra at the SlntoIL"
the men under his orders; if there Organized. 'teaching was begun at oxreally• are any such. And the news- ford in 1133 by Robert Pu!len who Inpapers are going too far, when In spite stituted a serie• of theological lectures
of his failure as a benevolent bird- at the college.
·
man, they euloglze him and neglect to
In 1221 the Dominicans added their
give credit• to those who really find the bit to the city of Oxford's seats of
Jost pilots and their ships. Some time learning. The latter decades of the
ago a large passenger plane crashed Jn t.hirteentll century saw the Initiation
the mountains of the west. Lindbergh
appeared, did not accomplli;h anything of the collegiate system at OxforcL
but held the front page for more than Merton, University and Balllol are the
a week. Another pilot while flying earliest foundations under the sysover his regular route, discovered the tem .
In 1248 a charter afforded students
wrecked plane and the dead flyers and
reported the fact. On receipt of the consi<jerable privileges at the expense
at
townfolk. A charter given by Hennews Lindbergh fiew over the scene of
the crash and made a survey, though ry VIII In 1522 conferred such power
rescuers on horses had already reached on the university that traders of any
the place where the bodies lay in the sort might be given prlveleges, so that
ruins of the plane, he monopolized the the city has no jurisdiction over them.
Encouragement 0£ other Engllsh
front page a week longet'. The pilot
who found his lost comrade was not rulers led to the development ·of Oxford until now It has twenty separate
mentioned.
colleges. , Various political parties have
Hall The Reac11er
Just.' the other day a' mo.II pilot influenced the growth and policy of
crashed In a forest not far from here. Oxford.
Henry Chlcheley organized In 1437
Lindbergh led a host of al1°planes to
the scene, aiiain did not succeed at All Souls College, the first to be foundIt h11s a fine llbrru·y founded by
ed.
finding any.thing; but two hunters did.
Yet, who they were is a question ap- Sir Christopher Cedrlngton.
parently ignored, except for a passing ·Ball!ol College was brought Into final
mention, in the nil important fact that form In 1501. The college has a very
Lindbergh was there flying about-the high reputation for scholastic work.
cynosure or all eyes, the heroic rescuer Its masters and fellows possess the
ot distressed pilots. But why not give right of electing the visitor of the colcredit where credit is due? Lind- lege.
Brasenose Co!lege was rounded Jn
bergh flew across the Atlantic once;
(Coat and Trousers)
and he has not succeeded in doing 1509. This college will be of Interest
anything remarkable since then, save to st. Xavier students because It was
to allow himself to be led by certain from here that Andrue H. Berdlng, a
parties Into arousing an unhealthy in- St. Xavier alumnus, completed his stuterest in aviation that by exciting the dies with the highest honors. ·
ambitions of a vast number of young
Christ Church College, In point of
show-o!fs ea'ger to · bask ln the name numbers, Is the largest collegiate foun·
or "aviator" has more than doubled dation In Oxford. It has Tom Quadthe number of fatal accidents In the rangle. which Is the largest expanse
of its kind at Oxford. The quadrangle
approximates cardinal Wolsey's orig~·
Ina! desigll!I, The library contains some
highly valued paintings.
Corpus Christi was founded In 1516.
Its founder, Richard Fox, Intended to
give 11 classical education to students.
Many modern buildings have been
erected on the campus.
Exete1· College, founded in 1314, has
an Interesting Interior which contains
pri~es
mosaics by Antonio Salvloti, and tapestries by Sir E. Burne-Jones and Wil\
liam Morris, ·
· '·
• Hertford College has a number of
modern and ancient buildings which
give an Interesting color to the campus,'
We shall now continue with the enu·
meration ot the various colleges which
·,
mal<e up Oxford University and shall
tell of the high-lights of the various
Institutions.
Exetet College-was founded In 1314.
The college has a front of great length
on Turi street. The collegtfhas a beau......
tiful secluded garden between its own
t t ..
A GOO,D STORE
buildings and those of the Divinity
school.
'
Rlli\l l' Si\USROO-"._ FAtTO~t'!
Hertford Collere-wae sold In 1312
• .!!',fl()()R • 611'.AACE ST~
to Bishop Stapeldon, the founder ot
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TOPICS OF INTEREST SEEN .
THROUGH THE EYES OF ST.
XAVIER COLLEGE STUDENTS
A CHRISTMAS REMINDER

By Joseph M. Neville
In all the year no day Is so full of
joy and happiness and merriment as
Christmas-the day upon which we
celebrate the birth of Christ. The
birthday which ,was foretold by the
wise men, and heralded by the heavenly hosts, and made known to the shepherds In the fields at night.
Christmas" Is the children's holiday.
The Christ Himself, who was a Babe,
made a statement, many years after H\s
birth, which Is forceful now, nearly
2,000 years later. It was, "Suiter the
children to come unto Me, and forbid
them not; for of such is the kingdom
of Heaven.''

And so, Christmas Is rightly the children's holl<lay; We Jove their bell-like
voices as they raise them ·In the praise
ot the Bethlehem Baby; and we accept
with grateful hearts the parts the children play In our lives, especially at
Ohrlstmas. But it Is not alone the
children who find happiness at Christmas. Old follis · become young again
as they bask In the joy of the .youthful,
and sit at the fireside's glow. Eager,
trembling fingers of age vie with those
of youth In untying the packages tilled
with gifts and love. And who would.
change these habits and customs as
we know them, even though tlley may
be borrowed from pagan customs?
After all, what does It matter, just
how we celebrate or what customs we
observe, so- long as we remember that
we do It to honor the Christ . born In
a Bethlehem manger many, many years
ago? And !! we make It a day of a
little more peace and good will, a little
more joyful for those who know little
of joy; a little more restful for those
who !lave little rest, are we not then
doing what Christ came to do?
We have borrowed beautiful observances from other countries-the feeding
birds and animals that might go
hungry when snow is deep; the portrayal of the lowly birth always so
solemn, so reverent. What matters
whether we borrow it from England or
Spain, Germany or France? We find
that it is the thing that makes God
and His Son more real to us-that Jt
re-kindles in our hearts thankfulness
and praise to God who sent His only
Son to bridge the gap between a heartsick world nnd its Father.
And, as the wise men of old g11ve
their choicest gifts to the Christ Child,
so do we, ·in His name, give to our
friends and relatives, especially to the
children and the aged, always reserving
much for those less fortw1ate than we.
So, to use the famous words of Robert
Louis Stevenson: "Christmas Is not only
the mile-mark of another year, moving
us to thoughts of self-examination-it ts
a season from all Its associations,
whether domestic or religious, suggesting thoughts of joy."

of

The Accomplished Man
By Albert Worat
The newspapers of this country
would do well to treat Lindbergh a
little more kindly. Previoua to his
great flight, and it was a wonderful
deed even though It was repeated anil
even surpassed almost Immediately,
Lindbergh was an aviator, When he
reached Paris he had become a trail
blazer, If we are to believe all the
newspaper accounts of the time, and
.the lnaugurator of a new mode of
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ESTAllLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES,
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Correct accessories at
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